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R E F E R E N C E

"AES -3C Maritza East 1" EOOD, UIC 123533834 issues the present reference to 
"AVIS ENGINEERING" EOOD, UIC 115011904 in assurance that the company is our honest 
and loyal business partner.
Within the scope of the assignment "AVIS ENGINEERING" EOOD performed the following 
construction and assembly works:

1/ Under part "Constructive - Catenary: Delivery and installation of steel poles, including 
metal structures for poles MH 25/12 and for poles MH 25-15 /12" total amount of BGN 19 
000,51 (nineteen thousand and fifty one BGN) without VAT included.

2/ Under part "Electrical - Catenary: Dismantling and installation of a new contact 
overhead network for railroad" total amount of BGN 49,139.67 (forty nine thousand one 
hundred and thirty nine and sixty seven BGN) without VAT included.

The assigned activities were completed in August 2018.
The site completed with the participation of AVIS ENGINEERING EOOD was 

introduced in technical operation without any comments.
We, AES -3C Maritza East 1 EOOD, hereby confirm that "AVIS ENGINEERING"

EOOD carried out professional, correct and accurate performance on high level in accordance 
with the technology of implementation, approved projects, standards and normative requirements, 
creating excellent organization in order to comply with the performance schedule, proving 
available resource of specialized equipment and mechanization, competent managerial, 
engineering and executive staff.

The above gives us grounds to recommend "AVIS ENGINEERING" EOOD as a reliable partner 
who works with the necessary competence, defending the interests of the Client.

This reference is issued to serve where necessary.
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